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Chapter 1 Switch and Installation 

The new Lights  Lights with Switch 

Together with this manual a new extended base scenery for the Slim Lights will be delivered on 

04.10.2018. 

The download can be found as an addition in every part in the forum. In new releases after 

04.10.2018 it is already integrated. 

All downloaders of the packages before 04.10.2018 should download this update (as soon as online) 

and install it alternatively. 

This includes: 

- Slimlights Base with the available lights optimized 

- A configurator for completely switching off the slimlights without having to make any changes in 

scenery.cfg. 

- Configuration of the light size 

- Configuration of 4 colour variants 

Installation: 

1. delete the old scenery "Slim Lights Base 

2. copy the folder "Slim Lights Base" to the same place from this update 

3. the scenery. cfg remains without changes. 

Unfortunately, switching off all other lights in the simulator is quite complicated, since OrbX has also 

intervened completely in the global control of the lights. This leads to the fact that in the cities and 

heavy areas all lights inevitably overlap and can lead to a higher load. 

It is not enough to deactivate the lights in FTX Central or Scenery.cfg, as OrbX has called it. Only if 

one intervenes in "global" all lights are really gone. The disadvantage, loading the simulator can be 

slowed down from 75%. This is because the content of OrbX or P3D obviously searches for the 

switched off lights and the simulator only gives up when it doesn't find anything. 

As beautiful as OrbX can be, as annoying it can be. The more I dealt with the problem, the more I 

noticed that OrbX manipulates our simulator almost everywhere and this also quite ruthlessly 

opposite other developers. A user has no chance to restore the original sim without reinstalling it. 

Therefore, the best solution is to only perform the official shutdowns at FTX Central according to 

How To (chapter 3) and instead to switch off my residential lights in the respective configurator or to 

reduce them to 50%. 



 

 

All 3D lights, both mine and OrbX's, are also available during the day, only transparent and not 

visible. In hubs and big cities, both together can affect performance. 

That's why today I deliver my lights with a switch, which turns off my lights during the day completely 

without interfering with the Scenery.cfg.  

Furthermore, the switch now allows to switch the light size between 100% and 60%. At the same 

time I provide different color combinations in the directory Slim Lights Base. 

Unfortunately there is no such thing with OrbX, because the lights in the global directory are always 

on and there is also another library that permanently calls streetlights. Even if the lights in 

OrbX\scripts\Lights are uninstalled and removed. 

That's why I provided the Global Light Switch, which reliably switches off or on the foreign global 

lights at any time. 

The nwe SH Slim Light World Switch v4 

The Structure: 

 

Beside the configurator there are 4 command files to change the colors. Especially more warm tones 

were requested. 

 

 

https://forum.simmershome.de/index.php?thread/802-globaler-light-switch-released/


Standard 

 

More Red 

 

 

 

 

 

 



More Yellow 

 

More Yellow and Red 

 

The colors can also be changed while the sim is running by calling the library again. 

 

 

 

 



The Configurator 

 

In addition to ON/OFF, 5 light sizes can be selected in 10% steps in the configurator 

This results in a lot of cobinations, which everybody can adjust himself. I will dedicate a special part 

to the settings for Over FL 200 to FL360 and will explain them in short videos. One thing is already 

certain. HDR is the death of any real night mood and also of the night lighting. But since there are 

users who are just fixated on it, this is also considered. 

Tweak tools that design the simulator as it happens in 1% of the cases in real times, I do not consider.  

Note BEFORE USE:  

Before using ON/OFF, the setting in the bottom right corner of the configurator must be reset to 

Standard/ Default. If this was forgotten, it can also be corrected later. 

The use is otherwise self-explanatory. The lights are switched off or on altogether. The scenery.cfg or 

a configurator of the lights in the continents must not be changed. 

During the day I generally recommend switching off. 

When flying to hubs in the evening or at night, I recommend to switch off the residential lights in the 

corresponding configurator of the Departure/Arrival location or to leave them at a maximum of 50%. 



For VFR you can use anything you like.  

For IFR at high altitude please read chapter 2 Settings and watch the tutorial videos 

Chapter 2 Settings and Demo Videos 

As already written, VFR users have no display problems. 

In higher altitudes up to FL360 the simulator has a huge view radius, which no addon can cover with 

3D lights. The consequence of wrong configuration is that as soon as objects are loaded in the 

simulator at ground, strings of lights can pop into fields. The reason is HDR, which makes the lights 

"glow" and which becomes visible in contrast to the relatively dark ground objects. 

 

I recommend the following settings for night flying: 

 

8x SSAA also ensures flicker-free small light spots. 4K users need less e.g. 8xMSAA 



 

The selected Atogen Draw Distance ensures that no autogen plopping occurs

 



 

HDR is the death of any realistic representation in the night, that's why it's out. The video also shows 

that HDR has little to do with realism at night. If you absolutely want to turn it on, you can do it 

alternatively. 

 



 

In this case the light size should not be set to more than 70% 

 

In internal weather the visibility should be limited to 40 miles / 64km. One never has infinite visibility, 

not even when such pictures are published with enthusiasm again and again.. 



. 

In case of external weather the update has to be switched off! 

Here now the demo videos, how the settings affect FL360: 

Video 1 Slim Lights 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAbruJt8oZs 

A second video describes the look with Blue Marble Payware (14 USD) 

Blue Marble provides NASA photos of the earth as ground at high altitudes, so that you can see the 

light splash of illuminated spaces (large cities or regions), even the bright splash on the horizon.Video 

2 Slim Lights und Blue Marble 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM-lKhmKUSY 

What you use is ultimately your decision. This manual is only a help 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAbruJt8oZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM-lKhmKUSY


Kapitel 3 OrbX Lights abschalten 

Those who banish all other lights will win with the SlimLights Minimum 5+ frames, depending on the 

location. 

This is how it works: 

1. switch all Slim Lights on as desired 

2. deactivate all OLC lights in scenery.cfg 

3. move and save the folder OrbX\scripts\lights outside the OrbX folder. 

4. deactivate New Lights in GEN/GES (FTX Central) 

2nd method Holger Sandmann  

Holger Sandmann has given a very helpful tip in the OrbX forum about how to get rid of the lights 

and underlays. After that you can't switch in the control panels of OrbX anymore. 

Quote: 

"in the Control Panel you can't disable the urban street subsurfaces, but you could manually remove 

these files from the corresponding folders. With GES/GEN these are the FTX_GEN_LM_ files, in 

"\ORBX\FTX_EU\FTX_EU_GEN_05_SCENERY\scenery" or FTX_GES_LM_ , in 

"\ORBX\FTX_EU\FTX_EU_GES_05_SCENERY\scenery". For openLC EU the !OLC_EU_LM_ files, in 

"\ORBX\FTX_OLC\OLC_EU_LIGHTS\scenery"; etc.. 

However, files in these folders, which also have "_OBG" in their names, contain the 3D lights 

themselves, so don't disable them." 

Instead of having to rename file extensions, you can simply move them to a named, inactive folder, 

e.g. \ORBX\FTX_EU\FTX_EU_GEN_05_SCENERY\StreetsLM . 

What does that mean? 

1. you create a folder "strassenLM" in the respective folder "scenery05" in all OrbX areas. 

2. search all "LM" files and move them to the new folder "strassenLM". 

3. also the LM with OBG, because we have our own light objects 

After that there are only Slimlights left. Who has USA, must wait until the parts are online, otherwise 

it is dark there. 

 

 

 

 



Copyright 

All rights to the software are owned by Rainer Kunst, simmershome.de.The software is freeware, 

which merely means that it can be used free of charge. 

It is not permitted to make the software available on other download portals outside the domain 

simmershome.de for download. 

It is not allowed to decompile the software or to make it available converted in other simulator 

platforms. It is not allowed to use parts of the software in other programs, if no permission was 

obtained from the author. A use in other projects is excluded by the license regulations. 

Commercial use, e.g. in commercial flight simulators, is not permitted. Please contact the author in 

this case. 

The use of the addon is at your own risk. In particular the author gives no guarantee on the function 

in the respective simulator and is not responsible for damages, which can develop from it, even if the 

scenery was tested carefully. 

There is no claim to support.www.simmershome.de 

forum@simmershome.de 

Rainer Kunst aka simmershome 

http://www.simmershome.de/
mailto:forum@simmershome.de

